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1. Introduction
Let Xil9 Xi2,-~,Xin. be a random sample from the ί-th population ff{
with the distribution function Fj(x) (i = l, 2, •••, c\ such that for non-
negative pi less than 1,
(1.1) Πi FiW=
ί 0
We consider to test the hypothesis H defined by
F1 = F2 = — = Fc or equivalently
Pi = p2=- =PC (= PQ, say) and /α = /2 =...= /e
in generalizing the two nonparametric tests due to Kruskal and Wallis
[4] and Bhapkar [2]. For this purpose we shall introduce new test
statistics in section 3 and 4 by using the concept of midrank as con-
sidered by Kruskal and Wallis [4] and Putter [6] and show that these
two test statistics with some suitable multipliers are distributed asymp
totically as %jLι under the hypothesis H. When c=2, these test statistics
coinside with the one treated in my previous paper [7] which is a generali-
zation of the Wilcoxon test. Finally we shall apply these tests to the
data of cleft-palate patients provided by Dr. A. Takayori, Dental School,
Osaka University.
2. Preliminary
We shall make use of the result concerning the generalized U-









where Xiί9 ,XiUi are the independent observations from /7* (i = l, 2, ,c)
and Σ' Σ means the sum of all possible pairs (α, ,/3) such that
Λ β
I^a1<^'' <^am^nlj 'ίl^β1<^' <^βfnc^nc. Then U is called a gener-
alized U statistic. Suppose that there are r generalized U statistics £7Cί)
defined by φc'° as in (2.1) and that £{[Φc'υ]2}<°° (i = l, 2,—,r) and ni = ptN
(i = l, 2, ,c) where pt is independent of Λ f ; Then it is well known that
the joint distribution of
is asymptotically normal with the mean vector 0 and the covariance
matrix Σ = (σgj) as N-+°°, where σ,
v
 is given by
13
 Pi 1 > 0 ° PC
£\?
ae
 is the covariance of φ*\X^ ,X^r, \X
cιy 9X^ή and
; and X{h for fixed i being independent random variables from ] J f .
3. A generalization of Bhapkar's test
If we put for i = l, 2, ,e
for any j
(3.1)







then ί7, (/ = !, 2, ,c) are generalized U statistics stated in section 2 and
. It is easily seen that
1
 v v




(3.3) Σ0i = l.
ι = l
Lemma 1. // the observations X{ from fff (ί = l, 2, •••, c) βr^ ι«-
dependent and the hypothesis (1.2) is
(3. 4) P(Xi>Xj for any j Φ i) =
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Proof. Since X19 ,Xe are identically distributed, the events
j for any jφi are equally probable and hence
= — P (at least one X{ is positive among X19 X2,—9XC)
c
c
From lemma 1 we can get
(3.5)
c
Using the results concerning the generalized U statistics in section 2,
we can conclude that the joint distribution of
(3.6)
is asymptotically normal with the mean vector 0 and the covariance
matrix Σ =(σ
ίy) as #-*oo where
f- cί.j) * «.j)(3. 7) σ,
v
 = !M^O+ ... + fo.o,....ι
Pi PC
and ζΌ,..(Λ^..,o (1 lies at the k-th place) is the covariance of φi(X
ιyX2y —,Xe)
Now we shall calculate ξΌ...(.fif.}..,o by considering the following three
cases,





 = X£ =-= XJ = 0)-!.
c c
2
Λ2c-l Λ2»-l 1P° +A_-A. (by lemma 1)
JL C C
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(ii) ξo.."£...Q (1 lies neither at the i-th nor at the /-th place)
, ,
= P(X2>Xl, Xt,-,Xe and Xί>Xlf Xi,-,X'e)





J-ooL c— 1 J
— 1) c2
(by lemma 1)
In a similar way we have
(iii) ζo,.^ΊJ,L,0 (1 lies at the i-th place and iφj)
~l Π — /?2c~1>ϊ
Λ }




When p0=Q, these results coincide with those in Bhapkar [2]. As he
remarked there, Sj-i^^O and hence the covariance matrix
^ =(<rij\j
=lt 2 ,....c is singular. Denoting the minor matrix (σf y) f f y = 1 > 2 f... > c_!





Thus the rank of Σ is c— 1.
In order to find out a test statistic, we may be able to use the
method in Bhapkar [2] of calculating Σόl, but in this paper we shall
adopt another method based on the following lemma 2, which also pro-
vides another proof on Bhapkar's test.
Lemma 2. Suppose that the distribution of the c-variate column
vector x is normal with the mean vector 0 and the covariance matrix Σ
of rank r (r^c). Then there exists a unique cxc matrix A such that
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(3.10)
' ΣΛ = I-B
where B is the projection of the c-dimensional euclidean vector space to
the eigenspace belonging to the eigenvalue zero of Σ. This A is symmetric
and x'Λx is distributed as %*•
Proof. Since Σ is real and symmetric, the spectral resolution of Σ
is possible. So we can write Σ = a1AίA ----- VasAs where al9—9as are the
different nonzero eigenvalue of Σ and A
έ
 is the projection to the eigen-
space of eigenvalue α, , that is, AiAJ = 8ijAiy A'i = Ai and I=A1-\ ----- h
AS+AS+1 (AS+1 = B) for i = 1, 2, •••,5+1. If (3. 10) has two solutions Δ^ and
Λ2, then B(Λ1—Λ2)=Q and Σ(A1—A2)=0 which implies Λ1=Λ2. On the
otherhand Λ= — H ----- h — - is a solution and hence it is unique and
Cί^ Cί
s
symmetric. Since xfAjx (ί = l, 2, ••-,$) are distributed independently as
%2 with degrees of freedom being equal to the rank of Aiy we can con-
clude that x'Λx is distributed as %*.
REMARK. If Σ is nonsingular, then B=Q and lemma 2 implies that
x'Σ~
l
x is distributed as %*.
In our case Σ is given by (3. 8) and
Putting Λ=(Xfj\ the equation (3. 10) is equivalent to
y=ι
(3.11)
where σik is given by (3. 8). It is reduced to
-c
Multiplying p{ on both sides and summing up with respect to i, we get
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which implies
Applying lemma 2 to the statistic x/ = VW(U1——9 ,UC——), we can\ c c /
see that
(3.14) £r c
is distributed asymptotically as %c-ι Further if we denote by p the
number of zeroes appearing in all observations Xh- 0" = 1,•••>«,•;
/ = !, 2, ,c) divided by Σ<-ιw«> then p converges in prabability to p0 as
Λ/Γ->oo. Hence our result is unchanged if we substitute p for p0 in
(3.14). Thus we can summerize
Theorem 1. // n^piN and [/, is defined by (3.2), then under the




is distributed asymptotically as %c-ι when N-*°°.
Since the expectation of U{ under the hypothesis (1.2) is — as isc
shown in (3. 5), we can consider V
c
 as a measure of deviation from the
hypothesis (1.2). So we can reject the hypothesis (1.2) when V
c
^>c0
where CQ is a certain preassigned constant.




 may be rewritten as
(3.16) V< = ^^ni(U'-Uγ
where 0 = Σ «< U*
4. A generalization of Kruskal and Wallis' test
Essentially the result in this section was already obtained by Kruskal
[3], but we shall show below the unified derivation based on the gener-
alized U statistics in accordance with Andrews [1].
Let us define for i = l, 2, ,c






and X, y (y = l, 2, ,w, ) are the observations from //,. Then £/ι (i=l, ,c)
are generalized ί/ statistics stated in section 2 and jE[φ?]<^x>. Denoting
the sum of over-all ranks corresponding to the observations Xiιy ,Xini
by Ri where the midrank (1 + number of zeroes in Jf,
 y)x-^- are assigned£
for the zero observation and putting /?,•= .#,•/«,- we can easily see
(4.3) Rt
and also under the hypothesis (1.2)
E(VD = \2 o^w. 2(4. 4)
From (2.2) we can conclude that the joint distribution of
(4.5) x/Fk-A-
\ 2 Λ
is asymptotically normal with the mean vector 0 and the covariance
matrix J£ =(σ
ίy) as N-+°°, where <rίy is given by (3.7). After some
calculation we have
( i ) ?o...c.!i??.,o (1 lies at the ί-th place)
o 4 ^ 4
_
 Σ (by lemma
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(ϋ) ro.iV.~o (1 lies at the k-ih place and
(iii) ro,..c.fif?...o (1 lies at the -th place and iφj)= - ( Σ /»• -
12p, «=ι
and hence
(4. 6) ov, - ( Σ p P.- -
12 *=1 Vf «=1 Λ
Since 2«-ι/0*σ"ίy==0> the covariance matrix J is singular. The deter-
minant of the minor matrix (σ ,
v
)
ίfj==1>2,...,c-ι for Σ is
(4.7) (±=l$)e-\£pj*
and hence the rank of Σ is c—1.
Applying lemma 2 to the covariance matrix Σ in (4. 6), we can see
that the projection B is given by
(4.8)





where ^ = (jc
ίy). We can solve the equation (4.9) in the same way as
the equation (3. 12) to get
(4io) 12(4.10)
 x%,
Remarking Σί-ι/°?(^-^;(^f))=0 in view of (4.3) and (4.4) and cal-
culating xfAx by lemma 2 where jc7 and A are given by (4. 5) and (4. 10),
we can conclude the following theorem.
Theorem 2. // n^p N and Ri is defined by (4.3), then under the
hypothesis (1. 2) the statistic
(A i-π τj
 =
 _ 12 _ \π M/ ff —
( } c
 '
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is distributed asymptotically as %*_χ when N->°°.
From (4. 4) we can consider H
c
 as a measure of deviation from the
hypothesis (1.2). So we can reject the hypothesis when H
c
^>c0 where
c0 is in certain preassigned constant.
5. Consistency and unbiasedness
Consistency of the above two tests against the translation type alter-
natives as stated in Sugiura [7] follows directly from lemma 4.2 in
Bhapkar [2]. But unbiasedness does not hold even in the simplest case
of c = 2 and p0 = 0. Such an example is given in Sugiura £8],
6. Application
The following table shows the ratio of nasal/oral leakage at the time
of blowing for each one of 95 cleft-palate patients classified according
to their ages of receiving operation. We may consider that the smaller
















0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.25, 0.46, 0.50, 0.55, 0.62, 0.75, 0.84
0, 0.11, 0.22, 0.32, 0.36, 0.37, 0.39, 0.48, 0.66, 0.91, 1.28
0, 0, 0, 0, 0.13, 0.27, 0.29, 0.39, 0.40, 0.66, 0.75, 0.81, 0
1.06, 1.06, 1.17, 1.18, 1.25, 1.47, 1.67
0, 0, 0, 0, 0.02, 0.29, 0.55, 0.57, 0.63, 0.70, 1.06, 1.24, 1
1.55, 2.13, 2.14
0, 0.11, 0.32, 0.47, 0.58, 0.70, 0.81, 0.83, 0.86, 0.94, 1.01





From these data we want to test whether the ratioes among five
groups are significantly different. According to my previous paper [7],
there were a significant difference between two groups of operation age




given by (3.15) and (4.11). In this case c=5 and />=27/95 and after

























where the midrank is used for the tied observations (nonzero). Hence
we have
Vc = 15.7 , Hc = 12.8
Comparing these values with 9.49, the five per cent point of %J, we can
see that the ratioes among five groups are significantly different and
further the values of Uf and Rt{i = l, 2,--,5) show that the younger are
the patients, the better are the results of operation.
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